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Moraga Police Blotter 
Smoke filled car, 1212/09 Three vehicles were parked at an undisclosed Moraga school, after regular class hours. 
Only one of the cars was occupied, presumably with friends from the other two vehicles. As a police officer 
approached, he noticed a heavy cloud of marijuana smoke inside which wafted out when the driver opened the 
window. The five 17-year-olds in the car admitted they had smoked pot and that there was beer in the trunk. No 
actual pot was found - possibly up in smoke, but three glass pipes were identified. All the kids' parents were 
contacted, and their kids were released to their custody after a serious talk with the officer. Both the beer and the 
pipes were properly disposed of. 
Indecent exposure, 12/09/09 A student from JM was walking home around 2:30 on Camino Pablo, just east of 
Dickenson Drive. The student walked by a grey compact car and was contacted by the driver through the open 
passenger window. The white male in his 30's or 40's exposed himself. The student just kept on walking and the 
flasher drove away. This case is under investigation. 
 
Tire stolen, 12/02/09 Sometime between 8:20 in the morning and 2:20 in the afternoon, the left front tire from a 
1996 green Jeep Grand Cherokee was removed while it was parked at the Campolindo Cabana Swim Club. A 
concrete cinder block was placed under the vehicle were the tire was missing. Total value of the tire, including 
missing lug nuts is $270. Is some under-privileged Moraga child getting a tire swing for Christmas? Or perhaps this 
is the work of some high school hooligans?  
 
Reach the reporter at: info@lamorindaweekly.com
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